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Frank Lloyd Wright’s $10,000 Home History, Design, and Restoration of the Bach House By Robert J. Hartnett
Frank Lloyd Wright’s $10,000 Home is a design-focused portrait of that iconic building, published by Master Wings in partnership with Hilton Publishing, featuring rare building illustrations, beautiful maps, and intimate family stories. Extensive photographs offer a distinctive look at the house’s history, the families that lived there, and the thoughtful process of its protection
and restoration.
Paperback: 160 pages
ISBN: 978-0998328294
Retail Price $24.95
Available on Amazon.com

The Monroe Building A Chicago Masterpiece Rediscovered By Richard Cahan and Michael Williams
Purchased in 2005 by Colonel (IL) Jennifer N. Pritzker, IL ARNG (Retired), Chicago’s Monroe Building has been lovingly restored, updated, and reborn—now serving as home to the Pritzker Military Museum & Library. The Monroe Building: A Chicago
Masterpiece Rediscovered chronicles the history of the building from conception through restoration, presenting a history of
Chicago architecture through the lens of one building and detailing just how a Chicago masterpiece was rediscovered.
Hardcover: 152 pages
ISBN: 978-0692258965
Retail Price $50
Available on Amazon.com

Taps on the Wall Poems from the Hanoi Hilton By Major General John L. Borling, USAF (Ret.)
Featuring a foreword by Senator John McCain, Taps on the Walls: Poems from the Hanoi Hilton is a remarkable and unique
testament to the courage and resilience of the American spirit published concurrent with the 40th Anniversary of the release
of the Hanoi Hilton inmates. Each piece is a resounding expression of freedom, originally committed to memory and shared
with fellow prisoners using only the secret tap code, a testament to one soldier’s determination to keep his connection to
country, family, and to his fellow servicemen. Taps On the Walls: Poems from the Hanoi Hilton contains all the poems General
Borling created during his confinement. You will read remarkable stories of endurance, life lessons, and means to achieve
personal triumph.
Hardcover: 176 pages
ISBN: 978-0615659053 ASIN: B00BELVPPI
Retail Price $19.95
Available on Amazon.com

The Other Side of the Wire By Harold Coyle
The Other Side of the Wire explores the story of an orphaned Jewish child in 1935 who disguises their identity to escape
religious persecution and eventually is adopted by a high-ranking Nazi family. The main character struggles with internal and
external acceptance, but ultimately and incredibly acts for herself and for the betterment of the world around her. The author
describes the main themes of the book as: “the struggle of a child to belong, the seduction of youth by a corrupt system, and
an effort to atone for willful ignorance and the sins of the father.
Hardcover: 312 pages
ISBN: 978-1633938250
Retail Price $29.95
Available on Amazon.com
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